
by Rick Dacri
Imagine you’re responsible for organizing the family vacation. It’sall planned, and everyone piles into the car ready to go. From theback seat, you hear: “I want to go to Disney.” “No, I want to go tothe beach.” “No, we always do what you want, let’s go camping.”
Your partner gently leans over and says: “I want to go for aromantic vacation, without the kids, and by the way, we should fly,not drive.” And now, if things couldn’t be worse, you know they willall judge you, and the quality of their vacation will be based onyour decision.
Crazy? Is this scenario all that unrealistic? In fact, for many, thisresembles the life of a local government manager. As one cityadministrator defined it, “multiple conflicting priorities,” topped offwith a performance appraisal.
POWERFUL TOOL WITH BENEFITS
As a manager, your job is to carry out the wishes of the governingboard. But if you cannot find agreement on where you are going,who is driving, and who is in charge, you are on the road todysfunctional government and a strained relationship with elected officials.
An evaluation of the manager—a process hated by most and ignored by others—should be an opportunity toboth develop a manager’s knowledge and move a community forward.
If we are able to step back from the report-card aspect of most appraisal processes and realize that a performanceappraisal is simply a tool used by elected officials to ensure that community goals are being met, then one canappreciate the power of this tool.
So why doesn’t that happen?
One Pennsylvania township has a five-year plan in place that marries its business plan to its strategic and financialplans. The town is run like a private sector business according to its town manager. When the five-person, electedboard hired the manager 11 years ago, board members recognized that a professional manager who embracedsound business and financial practices was needed to run their organization.
With a background in accounting, he pushed long-term planning with goal setting, and out of this process camethe need for both strategic planning and an evaluation process. Nothing in business works effectively withoutclear direction and strategy, along with clearly defined metrics to measure progress.
But simply having a business plan does not ensure positive results. These five essential components found in mostwell-run communities should be present:

Well-defined mission and vision.Clearly defined goals and expectations.Defined roles and responsibilities.
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Positive working relationships.A method to evaluate the progress and success of the manager.
Mission and vision. Defining who you are, what you believe, and where you are going—all rudiments of aneffective strategic plan—is crucial. In one Vermont tourist community, administrators view their town as a businessthat is dependent on tourism and marketing to visitors, while still focusing on primary and secondaryhomeowners.
Elected officials always make decisions with an eye on this mission, keeping them focused and forward thinking.Managers and officials must regularly discuss their mission, vision, and strategy, while defining values that theybelieve, and from which they operate and conduct business. When mired in constant crisis or reacting to theday-to-day issues, communities can sacrifice their future and the opportunities this future presents.
Goal setting. The goal-setting process can be the most dynamic and harmonizing event that managers andgoverning boards experience. Many communities do it annually, while others do it after each new board is seated.
Here, the board can establish clear expectations and accountability standards for the manager, ensuring that he orshe is aligned with the board’s interests. Done well, this becomes a vibrant, proactive experience. Without it,people could find themselves sailing on a rudderless ship, destined for disaster.
Clarity of roles. Local governments work best when there is only one manager. Yet too often, councilmembers getconfused about their role and think they, too, are the manager. Like the two-headed monsters of Greekmythology, they find themselves moving in different directions. It doesn’t work.
Good governance makes good government. One town manager quotes Plato when he discusses governanceduring board orientations. “To do one’s own business and not to be a busybody is justice,” which basically meansjustice is found in fulfilling your own role while not overstepping it.
Taking the time to define roles and adhering to them minimizes problems in the future and is essential tomeaningful appraisals.
Positive working relations. I regularly tell people who I work with that results can only occur if there are threeelements in place: 1) a positive working relationship between the board and the manager; 2) a shared missionabout what the locality is and what the locality wants to accomplish; and 3) a commitment to move forwardtogether in a collegial manner.
With that foundation, communities can progress. But absent any one element, things come tumbling down.Relationships based on trust, respect, and confidence are essential.
Governing and managing are all about the relationship. Managers must know that they have the backing of theelected officials and vice versa.
Evaluation process. Putting in place a progressive process to evaluate the manager allows for healthy discussion;clarification of expectations; refocus of direction, if needed; and open communication. No business relationshipcan occur without accountability standards, and this is the power of the appraisal process.
WHAT MAKES A GOOD EVALUATION PROCESS?
Agreement on the process. Ideally, the governing board and the manager should come together to decide howto do this, when it should be done, and on what basis the manager will be evaluated.
While many shy away from evaluations, one Connecticut manager built the process into his contract to ensure hehad open communication with “his new bosses,” to understand their viewpoints, and to make sure he was in syncwith each of them.
When I have developed appraisals with managers and governing officials, I have found that simply discussing theprocess opens lines of communication, breaks down barriers, and often leads to discovering emerging new areasof communality.
More than a form. Good evaluations are simply conversations, not forms. In fact, the forms are often a distractionfrom what is truly important. A frank open dialogue, with all individuals participating, is much better thenincluding a five-point Likert scale and boxes to check on a form.
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Forms are good for clarity and recordkeeping. They make the human resources professionals and lawyers happy,but they can never replace the feedback received during the appraisal interview. Good evaluations occur whenpeople are talking and listening with each other, not when forms are written, read, signed, and forgotten in a file.
Manager self-evaluations. Managers should take time to both critically evaluate their own performance and thatof their organizations. Elected officials readily admit that they do not know what managers do each day—and whyshould they?
It is not their responsibility to monitor everything the manager does. Managers should, however, communicatewhat they have done and more importantly, what they have accomplished during the period.
After all, they were hired and are being paid for accomplishments, not activities or simply showing up. A pinch ofselfless self-promotion is also a good thing.
Review of goals. As noted earlier, this is an ideal time to review progress on the manager’s goals and objectives.It is also a period when new goals can be established. Goal setting is the heart of the appraisal process.
In one Connecticut town, every two years, the board, the manager, and the department heads get together for aformal goal-setting session. They incorporate a three-step process that includes:

Identifying the overarching issues facing the town. The top five umbrella issues nearly always include publicsafety, quality of life, infrastructure, education, and economic development.Breaking down each issue using a modified SWOT analysis and then addressing what they want to focus onand improve upon the next year.Coming up with 50 to 100 individual action items, prioritizing them, and then creating a workplan.
The manager and the department heads then allocate responsibilities and time frames for completion. This planforms the basis for the manager’s and the department heads’ performance appraisal.
Development of the manager. Having a manager with yesterday’s ideas is like eating day-old bread. It won’t killyou, but it also won’t satisfy your palate.
The demands of running a multimillion-dollar business with staff, equipment, changing technology, constantchanges in regulations and legislation, employees, unions, and resident demands requires a manager who isup-to-date, understands best practices, and manages with knowledge and confidence.
Ongoing professional development readies the manager. It must be a requirement of each manager and anessential component to discuss during the review process.
Performance appraisal cannot simply be a look back. What happened yesterday cannot be changed. The reviewmust include a look forward, and one way to guarantee that a manager can get a community to where it wants togo is through professional development.
Managers need continuous skills training, exposure to new ideas and concepts, interaction with other successfulmanagers, knowledge of changes in legislation and regulations, and awareness of emerging trends. Seminars,professional association programs, conferences, and college seminars are essential elements to this developmentprocess.
Communication is the key. Whether it is on or off the record, fluid, open, and meaningful dialogue that ensuresthat everyone is in the loop guarantees success. Managers must talk and listen to the board and vice versa.
The best reviews contain more conversation, with less emphasis on the forms; a clear understanding of therespective roles and responsibilities; well-defined goals and expectations; metrics and timeliness; and genuinerespect and trust. When this is present, the appraisal process is working.
POTENTIAL STUMBLING BLOCKS
Unfortunately, too often these stumbling blocks can derail the process:
Politics. As I regularly find out from talking with managers and elected officials across the country, politics andeverything that connotes often poisons the evaluation process. Conflicting agendas, singular motives, scores tosettle, or an unwillingness to embrace the community’s mission and vision make governing difficult, thwart
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consensus, and derail the process.
As one Florida councilmember stated: “Agendas by councilors prevent good evaluations.” When politics gets inthe way, managers become afraid to make bold moves. They fear losing their jobs and become too paralyzed tobe effective, and then often shy away from addressing the difficult issues.
Surprises. Surprises should be left for birthday parties, not evaluations. The review process cannot endure manysurprises. Issues should be addressed as they occur and not stored in a gunnysack and saved for review time.
The governing board and the manager must always be transparent, open, and forthcoming. Matters thatseemingly emerge from left field kill conversation, put individuals on the defensive, and serve no other purposethan to derail the process.
Report-card approach. A review is a development tool. It is a mechanism to plan for the future. It cannot be amerely a grading mechanism that reminds you of your past shortcomings. You can’t be effective with a club overyour head.
Lack of differentiation between performance and personality. Managers are hired to perform. While gettingalong and congeniality are important, the more critical piece is getting things done. Having a nice guy whoaccomplishes little is not an enviable standard.
That said, defining the important traits of a successful manager is important during the hiring process andreinforcing these during the appraisal process is appropriate.
A SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIP
Local government management can be difficult and complex. To be successful, the relationship between themanager and elected officials must be open and positive. Each must understand the other’s roles andexpectations.
The manager’s job is to take care of everyone in the organization. Officials expect them to run and grow thebusiness; carry out their mandates; recruit, retain, and develop the internal talent; and prepare the organization forthe future.
It is the role of the officials to take care of the manager in a supportive manner. Managers, like any employees,want their basic needs met and when they are not, resentment occurs.
They want a governing board that provides clear expectations and accountability standards, understandsmanagers’ needs and expectations, and provides timely performance reviews. Late reviews and salaries that fallbelow their peers are two areas that cause the greatest resentment resulting in breakdowns in the relations andturnover of managers.
Next vacation, when everyone happily piles into the car and agrees on a destination and driver, then and only thencan it be viewed as a positive experience. Managing a city or county requires the same. And when that happens,everyone can enjoy the ride.

Rick Dacri is a management adviser, Dacri & Associates, Kennebunk, Maine, and author of the book UncomplicatingManagement: Focus on Your Stars & Your Company Will Soar (rick@dacri.com; www.dacri.com).
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Linda Kelly said Oct 13 2015
This is excellent advice. I am preparing for my annual evaluation and this is a terrific refresher of the whys and hows of theprocess, and even more important, a reminder to keep it all in perspective, as Rick notes the evaluation is "simply a toolused by elected officials to ensure that community goals are being met." Thank you Rick for this helpful article.
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